We present 450 µm polarimetric observations of the M17 molecular cloud obtained with the SHARP polarimeter at the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory. Across the observed region, the magnetic field orientation is consistent with previous submillimeter and far-infrared polarization measurements. Our observations are centered on a region of the molecular cloud that has been compressed by stellar winds from a cluster of OB stars. We have compared these new data with previous 350 µm polarimetry and find an anti-correlation between the 450 to 350 µm polarization magnitude ratio and the ratio of 21 cm to 450 µm intensity. The polarization ratio is lower near the east end of the studied region where the cloud is exposed to stellar winds and radiation. At the west end of the region, the polarization ratio is higher. We interpret the varying polarization spectrum as evidence supporting the radiative alignment torque (RAT) model for grain alignment, implying higher alignment efficiency in the region that is exposed to a higher anisotropic radiation field.
Introduction
Magnetic fields are believed to play an important role in the dynamics and evolution of galactic molecular clouds and hence affect the star forming processes therein. Since the dust temperature of a typical molecular cloud is ∼ 10 -20 K, the submillimeter part of the electromagnetic spectrum is a very important window for studying the physics of star formation. Submillimeter polarimetry provides one of the best tools for mapping interstellar magnetic fields in star forming regions (Crutcher 1999) , because asymmetric dust grains are partially aligned by magnetic fields. The physics of the alignment process is an active area of research.
There are several theoretical models for magnetic alignment of interstellar dust grains (see reviews by Lazarian 2003 Lazarian , 2007 . Among them, the "radiative alignment torques" (RAT) model is the most favored candidate. In this model, photons from an anisotropic radiation field produce a net radiative alignment torque on irregularly shaped grains, because the grains present different cross sections to right-and left-handed circularly polarized photons (Dolginov 1972; Dolginov & Mytrophanov 1976; Draine & Weingartner 1996 Lazarian 2003 Lazarian , 2007 . As in the case for other grain alignment theories, the grain axis with the largest moment of inertia is aligned parallel to the spin axis, and furthermore the spin axis is aligned with the local magnetic field. Since the grains will emit and absorb most efficiently along the long grain axis, polarization is observed perpendicular to the magnetic field in emission, but parallel to the field in absorption (or extinc-tion). As a result, measurement of the direction of polarization provides knowledge of the orientation of the interstellar magnetic field, as projected onto the plane of the sky (Lazarian 2003 (Lazarian , 2007 .
By observing the wavelength dependence of both the magnitude of polarization (polarization fraction) and the polarization angle, we can characterize the dust grain properties and the physical conditions in a cloud. As discussed below, in the M17 cloud we find a compression shock front that is viewed edge-on. Thus this cloud provides a unique opportunity to study the polarization spectrum in regions having an anisotropic radiation field that varies spatially. This allows an experimental test of the RAT theory of grain alignment. M17 is also known as the Omega Nebula and is located in the constellation Sagittarius. This cloud is a premier example of a young, massive star formation region in the Galaxy. It is one of the brightest infrared and thermal radio sources in the sky. Its distance has been measured to be 1.6 ± 0.3 kpc (Nielbock et al. 2001) , and it spans an area of about 11 ′ × 9 ′ across the sky. A geometric model of M17 was presented by Pellegrini et al. (2007) . In the inner part of the nebula, a bright, photoionized region with a hollow conical shape surrounds a central star cluster. This region expands outward in several directions into adjacent molecular gas. There is a large, unobscured optical H II region spreading into the low density medium at the eastern edge of the molecular cloud. X-ray observations (Dunne et al. 2003; Townsley et al. 2003) have shown that the interior of the H II region is filled by hot (with T ∼ 10 6 -10 7 K) gas that is flowing out to the east. Dunne et al. (2003) noted that this region is too young to have produced a supernova remnant and interpreted the X-ray emission as hot gas filling a super bubble blown by the OB stellar winds. In the middle of the nebula, velocity studies have shown an ionized shell having a diameter of about 6 pc (Dunne et al. 2003) . Toward some portions at the border of the ionized region, warm and hot gases are truncated by a wall of dense, cold molecular material that includes the dense cores known as M17 Southwest (M17 SW) and M17 North (M17 N). These cores exhibit many signposts of ongoing massive star formation. Gagen-Torn & Voshchinnikov (1977) characterized members of the young stellar cluster NGC6618 that is responsible for radiatively exciting the nebula.
In Section 2 of this paper, we describe new 450 µm polarimetric observations obtained for M17. Section 3.1 shows that our results for the magnetic field orientation are in good agreement with those from previous observations in the far-IR and submillimeter. In Section 3.2, we discuss the far-IR/submillimeter polarization spectrum of M17. In Section 3.3, we analyze the change of magnetic field across the shock front and find a correlation between the polarization angle and the location along an axis orthogonal to the shock front. We also find that the P 450 /P 350 polarization ratio appears to be correlated with the strength of the radiation field, as discussed in Section 3.4. We explain both of these correlations in terms of the effects of stars in the central star cluster.
Observations
The 450 µm polarimetric data presented here were collected using the SHARP instrument (Li et al. 2008) at the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory (CSO). SHARP is a fore-optics module that converts the SHARC II bolometer camera (Dowell et al. 2003 ) into a sensitive imaging polarimeter with a spatial resolution of ∼ 11 ′′ at 450 µm, and 9
′′ at 350 µm. The function of the fore-optics is to split the incident radiation in a 55 ′′ ×55 ′′ field of view (FOV) into two orthogonally polarized beams that are then reimaged onto 12 × 12 pixel "subarrays" at opposite ends of the 32 × 12 pixel array in SHARC II. The polarization signal is modulated by a stepped rotating half-wave plate (HWP) located skyward of the polarizationsplitting optics. The observations were obtained during three nights in July 2010. The total integration time was about 9 hours, with an average zenith opacity τ ≈ 1.3 at 450 µm.
Results

General Results
Figure 1 shows our 450 µm polarization map of M17 superposed on contours of dust emission intensity, also taken from SHARP data. Figure 2 ). Taking the distance to M17 to be 1.6 kpc, our map coverage corresponds to an area of 2.1 pc × 1.3 pc. The 450 µm M17 polarization measurements from SHARP are listed in Appendix A. All the polarization magnitudes presented in this work, including the ones in figures and tables, are corrected for positive bias using the method described in Vaillancourt (2006) . As can be seen in Figure 1 , for regions of high submillimeter intensity, the average polarization fraction is lower than that for low intensity regions. This may be caused by any or all of the following effects: (1) If the magnetic field orientation varies along the line of sight (LOS), the measured polarization fraction becomes diluted upon integration along the LOS; (2) If the magnetic field within the dense part of the cloud is more "tangled," averaging over the finite beam will cause a reduction in the observed polarization; (3) Grain alignment may be less efficient deep inside the dense part of the molecular cloud perhaps due to the weaker radiation field (Cho & Lazarian 2005; Whittet et al. 2008) .
For polarized emission, the magnetic field projected onto the plane of the sky is inferred by rotating the polarization E-vectors by 90
• . Figure 2 shows the inferred magnetic field vectors from 100 µm (Dotson 1996) , 450 µm (SHARP) and optical observations (Schulz et al. 1981) . Our results for the magnetic field orientation are in good agreement with those from previous observations at far-IR wavelengths (Stokes instrument, 60 and 100 µm, 22 ′′ and 35 ′′ spatial resolution respectively; Dotson 1996; Dotson et al. 2000) and submillimeter wavelengths (Hertz instrument, 350 µm, 20 ′′ resolution; Houde et al. 2002) , but have finer angular resolution. The 8.0 µm intensity from Spitzer GLIMPSE that is shown in the figure predominantly traces polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) molecular emission. The brightest 8.0 µm emission traces the boundary of the H II region where the PAHs are being illuminated by the UV radiation from the central OB cluster, as seen in typical photon-dominated regions such as MonR2 and the Orion Bar (Berné et al. 2009; van der Wiel et al. 2009 ). Dotson (1996) . Thick vectors are detected with greater than or equal to 3σ sensitivity (p ≥ 3σ p ) and thin vectors are between the 2σ and 3σ levels (2σ p ≤ p ≤ 3σ p ). All vectors on the plot are corrected for positive bias. The orientation of each vector indicates the direction of the electric vector of the measured polarization. Figure 1 are shown here. The hollow conical shape area in the center containing most of the yellow vectors is the H II region. The cloud to the north of the H II region is M17 N. The portion on the bottom right is M17 SW. The magnetic field orientations inferred from SHARP and Stokes data are perpendicular to the measured polarization angles, while those from optical polarization measurements are parallel to the polarization angles. Vectors shown here are plotted with uniform length and serve to indicate the inferred field orientation only. Thick vectors are detected with greater than or equal to 3σ sensitivity (p ≥ 3σ p ) and thin vectors are between the 2σ and 3σ levels (2σ p ≤ p ≤ 3σ p ). Right ascension and declination offsets are given with respect to 18 h 20 m 25 s , −16
• 13 ′ 02 ′′ (J2000). Dotson (1996) notes that the magnetic field revealed by the 100 µm polarization data bulges away from the H II region (see black vectors in Figure 2 ) and points out that this is consistent with the suggestion that the H II region is expanding into its surroundings. A similar situation was seen in the molecular cloud G333.6-0.2 by Li et al. (2006) . In this cloud, the authors found evidence of distortion of magnetic fields by an expanding photo-ionized gas bubble. In the Galactic center, Novak et al. (2000) found that the expansion of the non-thermal shell source Sgr A (East) into a molecular cloud causes a similar effect and point out that, due to flux freezing, the magnetic field in an edge-on compression front should tend to run parallel to the compression front. Indeed, this is approximately what is suggested by both the black (Dotson 1996) and red (our work) vectors in Figure 2 , provided that we restrict ourselves to the boundary of the H II region, where the 8.0 µm Spitzer GLIMPSE emission is strong.
The Polarization Spectrum of M17
Previous investigators have compared polarimetric data for various samples of molecular clouds at wavelengths ranging from the far-IR to submillimeter. If the source of the polarized emission is a single population of dust grains having identical polarization properties and temperature, the magnitude of the polarization (polarization fraction) is expected to be nearly independent of wavelength longward of 50 µm (Hildebrand 1988; Hildebrand et al. 1999) . However, the observed far-IR/submillimeter polarization spectra yield a different result, as shown in Figure 3 (see also Hildebrand et al. 1999; Vaillancourt 2002; Hildebrand & Kirby 2004; Vaillancourt et al. 2008; Vaillancourt & Matthews 2012) . The polarization spectrum has been observed to fall from 60 to ∼ 350 µm (negative slope region) before rising again to 850 and 1300 µm (positive slope region), with its minimum located near 350 µm. In order to ensure that the computed polarization spectra are meaningful, several criteria are used when comparing the polarization fraction at two different wavelengths. For example, confusion can arise if the inclination of the field with respect to the LOS varies along the LOS. The likelihood of confusion due to this effect can be reduced by imposing the following criterion: The difference between the respective polarization angles at the two wavelengths, |∆φ|, must be smaller than 10
• . This then leaves the alignment efficiency as a dominant factor affecting the polarization spectrum. This constraint is discussed in detail by Vaillancourt & Matthews (2012) . 3.-Polarization spectrum of various interstellar molecular clouds from VM12 (Vaillancourt & Matthews 2012 ) and this work. The green circle represents the median ratio for 15 clouds. The median polarization ratios are normalized to the value at 350 µm. Our results for the eastern part of M17 SW are in good agreement with the results of VM12 at 60, 100, and (by definition) 350 µm. In contrast to the results for OMC-1, our work shows that the eastern part of M17 SW has lower median polarization at 450 µm than at 350 µm. In this part of M17, the polarization spectrum falls monotonically from 60 µm to 450 µm.
Models containing two or more dust grain populations have been proposed to explain the observed structure in the polarization spectrum (Hildebrand et al. 1999; Vaillancourt 2002 Vaillancourt , 2007 . In such models, each dust grain population contributes a flux of
, where ν is frequency, B ν (T ) is the Planck spectrum, and β i and T i are the spectral index and temperature of the dust population i, respectively. Correlation between the alignment efficiency and β i or T i for each dust population can result in a wavelengthdependent polarization spectrum. We will not refer to these early models in the remainder of this paper, focusing instead on more recent models that will be described below.
It has been pointed out that uncertainty could be introduced if one compares the polarization fraction ratio from two instruments having different chop throws, polarization efficiencies and/or beam sizes (Vaillancourt & Matthews 2012) . The analysis presented here carefully combines the 450 µm SHARP polarimetric data (∼ 11 ′′ resolution) with data collected at three other wavelengths. First, the 450 µm SHARP maps were smoothed to the same resolution as the 60 µm (Stokes, 22 ′′ resolution), 100 µm (Stokes, 35
′′ resolution) and 350 µm (Hertz, 20
′′ resolution) maps. Assuming that all beams were Gaussian, new maps of the Stokes parameters I, Q, and U were created from the original 450 µm maps by smoothing them with different Gaussian sizes to match the resolution of the 60, 100 and 350 µm data. Then, the polarization fractions and angles at the new resolution were calculated by resampling and combining the Stokes parameters in the new maps.
At a given wavelength, the polarization vectors that are to be compared with vectors from the smoothed 450 µm map are chosen based on the following criteria adopted from Hildebrand et al. (1999) : (1) The vectors are spatially separated by no more than 1 ′′ in both RA and Dec; (2) The difference between the two polarization angles |∆φ| must be less than 10
• ; (3) The vectors are from the cloud envelope, not from high density cores; (4) All vectors are detected with signal to noise ratios greater than or equal to the 3σ level.
The M17 cloud spans a large area across the sky. Because we do not have polarimetric data for the entire cloud at all wavelengths, we can only compare the polarization ratios in a common region where we have data from all four wavelengths. This region is in the east portion of M17 SW with RA Offset ≥ 0 in Figure 4 . Polarization spectrum vectors for pairs of wavelengths (450 vs. 60, 450 vs. 60, and 450 vs. 350 µm) in the common region are listed in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Table 3 also lists the P 450 /P 350 data for the RA Offset < 0 region that will be discussed in Section 3.4. The polarization vectors plotted in Figure 4 are those from the RA Offset (∆α) > 0 region and are taken from Table 1, Table 2 and part of Table 3 . The M17 polarization spectrum resulting from this work is calculated based on the data in the common region. It is superposed on previous spectra in Figure 3 , and tabulated in Table 4 . Our main result is that P 450 < P 350 < P 100 < P 60 in the east portion of M17 SW.
Dec Offset ( ′′ resolution), 100 µm (green, Stokes, 35
′′ resolution) and 350 µm (blue, Hertz, 20 ′′ resolution) superposed on the 450 µm intensity map from SHARP observations. Vectors are selected by comparing them with 450 µm data smoothed to matching angular resolution and then applying the selection criteria listed in Section 3.2. All vectors shown here are in the common region where we have data from all four wavelengths, i.e., the RA Offset > 0 region (see data with ∆α > 0 in Tables 1, 2 b Position angle of electric vector measured east from north.
c Intensity normalized to 1.00 at peak.
d Median = 0.398, mean = 0.405 and std = 0.067 (see Table 4 ). b Position angle of electric vector measured east from north.
d Median = 0.521, mean = 0.558 and std = 0.165 (see Table 4 ). b Position angle of electric vector measured east from north.
c Intensity normalized to 1.00 at peak. Table 4 ). Table 3 Past experience with other clouds shows that at a fixed wavelength, SHARP tends to produce higher polarization magnitudes than Hertz, even after smoothing to the same angular resolution (unpublished result by JEV). Our present work shows that M17 has lower median polarization at 450 µm (SHARP data) relative to that at 350 µm (Hertz data), for the east side of our map. If the above-mentioned offset between SHARP and Hertz is present in our data, then the actual median P 450 /P 350 polarization ratio must be even lower than reported here. Thus, we are confident that the observed monotonic decrease in polarization ratio from 60 to 450 µm is a robust result. This suggests that for M17 the negative slope region extends beyond 350 µm, at least to 450 µm, which is different from what is seen in OMC-1 (Figure 3) .
According to the RAT theory of grain alignment, the alignment efficiency should be a function of grain environment. Simulations of a molecular cloud as a mixture of aspherical graphite and silicate under the RAT model results in a polarization spectrum rising from 100 to 450 µm and flat at longer wavelengths (Bethell et al. 2007 ). Draine & Fraisse (2009) present similar models composed of both aspherical and spherical grains of both silicate and graphite composition. Draine & Fraisse (2009) obtained their observational constraints on grain alignment from the optical to near-infrared polarization spectrum, and they obtained a monotonic polarization spectrum with a positive slope, even longward of 450 µm. Figure 5 qualitatively illustrates our hypotheses concerning the polarization spectra for different clouds shown in Figure 3 in the context of the RAT alignment theory. To understand this, note that the two models described in the previous paragraph do not include internal radiation sources. These two models yield a monotonically increasing (on average) polarization spectrum, i.e. positive slope (see curve A of Figure 5) ; they cannot account for the negative slope region of the polarization spectrum, which seems to be generally dominant between about 60 µm and 350 µm, corresponding roughly to the far-IR band (Figure 3) . However, note that the cool (10 -20 K) dust grain population that is considered in these models cannot explain the generally quite high intensity levels observed in the far-IR. The far-IR emission from molecular clouds must instead be primarily due to dust heated to much higher temperatures by the intense radiation field created by embedded young stellar objects (YSOs) and young stars. This warmer, highly irradiated dust would be expected to be very well aligned if grains are indeed aligned by the RAT mechanism. Furthermore, the very hottest dust components should be the best aligned, which is precisely the recipe for a negative slope polarization spectrum. The observed far-IR/submillimeter spectra of Figure 3 may thus roughly be explained by drawing two component curves, a negative slope curve in the far-IR (warm dust irradiated by internal sources) and a positive slope curve at the longer submillimeter wavelengths (cool dust far from internal sources of radiation). The position of the minimum is crudely set by the intersection of these two component curves (see Figure 5) .
In this picture, clouds with no internal sources would be expected to have only one component curve and thus only a positive slope region, shown h 20 m 25 s , -16
• 13 ′ 02 ′′ (J2000).
as curve A in Figure 5. (This conjecture cannot be tested with present data, as no such clouds are included in the sample shown in Figure 3 because such quiescent clouds are faint shortward of 800 µm and have not been observed polarimetrically at these shorter wavelengths.) If we include a few internal sources in a cloud, then we expect the negative slope component curve to be evident at least at the very shortest wavelengths where the contribution from cool dust far from radiation sources is negligible. This is shown in Figure 5 as curve B. Adding still more internal sources might be expected to increase the influence of the negative slope component curve, thus yielding curve C which has its minimum shifted to longer wavelengths. In this interpretation, the fact that the minimum for the eastern part of M17 SW is shifted to the right with respect to that of OMC-1, i.e. from 350 µm to 450 µm or beyond (see Figure 3) , would indicate the existence of a stronger internal radiation field in the eastern portion of M17 SW in comparison with that in OMC-1.
Changes in Magnetic Field Direction across the Shock Front
In Section 1 we reviewed how the central OB stars in M17 heat the H II region and carve a hollow conical shape into the surrounding molecular cloud, and we noted that the M17 SW region provides a nearly edge-on view of the corresponding shock front. We can trace the progress of this shock front across M17 SW by studying the ratio of atomic column density to total column density. This ratio will be higher for the post-shock region. Figure 6 shows 450 µm inferred magnetic field vectors superposed on a map of the ratio of 21 cm line intensity (VLA, Brogan & Troland 2001) to 450 µm continuum intensity (SHARP). This "intensity ratio" is a reasonable proxy for the ratio of atomic column density to total column density. We now define a new X-Y coordinate system for which the X axis is approximately coincident with the 10% contour level of the normalized intensity ratio, as shown in Figure 6 . This coordinate system is rotated counter-clockwise by an angle of about 66
• with respect to the RA-Dec system. The shock front proceeds along the -Y direction.
In Figure 7 , the polarization angle for multiwavelength data toward M17 SW is shown as a function of the Y coordinate defined above. We can clearly see a strong correlation between the two quantities. Based on the variation of polarization angle seen in Figure 7 , we use two lines, defined by Y = 0 ′′ and Y = -50 ′′ , to separate the cloud into three regions: post-shock, shock front and pre-shock. These three regions are indicated in both Figure 6 ′′ . The 60 µm data points are in yellow, 100 µm data in green, 350 µm data in blue, and 450 µm data in red. We only show data from the region within −120 ′′ < RA Offset < 70 ′′ and −120 ′′ < Dec Offset < 120 ′′ (see Figure 6 ).
In Section 3.1 we reviewed the arguments presented by Dotson (1996) and others regarding the manner in which a compression front or shock front is expected to distort a cloud's magnetic field. Specifically, the effect of the compression should be to force the magnetic field nearly parallel to the observed compression front. Figure 7 gives the polarization angle values corresponding to magnetic field parallel to and perpendicular to the shock front, which are respectively at 66
• and -24
• . In order to quantitatively explore the effects of the shock, we computed mean polarization angles for the pre-shock, shock front, and post-shock regions. Due to the 180
• ambiguity in polarization angle, the mean angle is, strictly speaking, not well defined. The equal weight Stokes mean (EWSM) technique (Li et al. 2006 ) provides a sim-ple and unambiguous method for computing an effective mean angle, and using this technique we find mean polarization angles of -46
• , 0
• , and 18
• , respectively, for the pre-shock, shock front, and post-shock regions. From the above values, we can see that the pre-shock region has its inferred field rotated by 70
• counter-clockwise with respect to the shock front, while for the post-shock region the field is 48
• clockwise from the shock front. It appears that, as expected, the shock front has changed the field direction in the sense of making it lie closer to parallelism with the shock front (see also Figure 7 ). However, the angle between the post-shock magnetic field and the shock front is still substantial, for reasons that are not clear.
The magnetic field in the pre-shock region of M17 SW may be taken as representative of the unperturbed field of the M17 molecular cloud. This field has an average direction of 44
• , and thus lies within 17
• of the Galactic plane which is at position angle 27
• (see Figure 6 ). This result is consistent with the conclusion by Li et al. (2006) that Giant Molecular Cloud magnetic fields run preferentially parallel to the Galactic plane.
We have argued that we can understand gross features of the magnetic field in M17 SW in terms of simple arguments previously advanced by Dotson (1996) , Novak et al. (2000) , and Li et al. (2006) . Our two-dimensional analysis of cloud structure and polarization reveals some physical processes in the shock front region, which has an edge-on shell structure. However, we still lack a full understanding of the magnetic field in this source. In particular, both the magnetic field and the shell structure are inherently threedimensional. A full three-dimensional model including the results of Zeeman mapping of the lineof-sight field (e.g., Brogan & Troland 2001) might be helpful, but is beyond the scope of the present paper.
Changes in Polarization Spectrum across the Shock Front
In warmer regions with higher radiation fields, the dust grains would be expected to be better aligned, if RAT theory is correct. Statistically higher polarization fractions are observed in warmer regions (Vaillancourt & Matthews 2012) . We cannot observe this easily in M17 since the magnetic field inclination with respect to the LOS likely varies in a complex manner, due to the shock front in M17 (Brogan et al. 1999 ). However, this geometric effect should not affect the polarization spectrum, due to our use of the |∆φ| < 10
• criterion (see Section 3.2). Thus, we turn to the issue of polarization spectrum variations across the shock front.
The average polarization spectrum that was plotted in Figure 3 is dominated by vectors in the post-shock region due to limitations of the spatial extent of the 60 and 100 µm data. In this region P 450 is smaller than P 350 . However, in the shock front and pre-shock regions, we find that the median of P 450 is greater than that of P 350 . Using the data presented in Table 3 , Figure 8 shows the P 450 /P 350 polarization ratio vector superposed on the (21 cm)/(450 µm) intensity ratio map. Most of the blue vectors (P 450 < P 350 ) are in the postshock region. In spite of some red (P 450 > P 350 ) vectors distributed around the densest part of the cloud, the contour level (21 cm)/(450 µm) = 0.1 roughly separates the respective areas for blue and red vectors. Figure 9 shows separate histograms of P 450 /P 350 polarization ratio for the pre-shock and post-shock regions, respectively. The median polarization ratios of these two spatial regions are 1.33 and 0.81, respectively. There are more measurements of polarization ratio corresponding to negative slope in the post-shock region and the opposite is true in the pre-shock region. If the RAT theory is correct, the stronger radiation field in the post-shock east part of the cloud should cause the minimum in the polarization spectrum to shift toward longer wavelength (see Figure 5 ) for this region. Thus the P 450 /P 350 ratio should become smaller in the post-shock region, which is exactly what we see in Figure 9 . Figure 10 shows the correlation between the P 450 /P 350 polarization ratio and the (21 cm)/(450 µm) intensity ratio. In this figure, data shown in Figure 8 are binned into four bins having the following (21 cm)/(450 µm) intensity ratios: (0.024 -1.748), (1.748 -2.289), (2.289 -7.695) and (7.695 -36.877). The bins sizes have been chosen to make the error bars in P 450 /P 350 polarization ratio (vertical error bars) approximately equal. The data points and vertical error bars in Figure 10 show the mean value of the P 450 /P 350 ratio for each bin and the uncertainty of this value, respectively. These uncertainties were calculated assuming Gaussian errors in the individual ratios shown in Figure 8 . (I.e., the plotted uncertainty is the r.m.s. of the ratios divided by the square root of the number of ratios used to compute the corresponding mean value). The bin sizes are represented by the horizontal error bars. Although the vertical error bars are large, we do see a trend of falling P 450 /P 350 ratio, as we progress from moleculardominated to atomic-dominated regions. The horizontal axis of Figure 10 the atomic-dominated regions, which have greater exposure to radiation sources in comparison with the molecular-dominated regions, exhibit a shift to a negative slope just as expected if the minimum is being pushed toward longer wavelength as illustrated in Figure 5 . Future observations covering more wavelengths could potentially reduce the error bars in the plot of Figure 10 , confirming the existence of this tentative correlation between dust grain environment and polarization spectrum.
Summary
The combination of general multi-wavelength studies and polarimetric data in the far-IR and submillimeter allows us to probe the physical structure and evolution of the M17 cloud. At large scales, young OB type stars in the center of the cloud heat the H II region up to 10 6 -10 7 K and create a high energy fountain towards the southeast direction. The H II wind pushes the H I and H 2 regions outward, creating a hollow region with a conical shape. The magnetic field is found bulging away from the H II region, as noted earlier by Dotson (1996) .
At small scales, within M17 SW, a compression shock front is found at the boundary between the H I and H 2 regions. There are significant differences in the polarization spectrum between the pre-shock and post-shock regions. Specifically, the negative slope region is dominant (extending from 60 to 450 µm) in the east (post-shock) part of M17 SW where there is a stronger radiation field. In the west (pre-shock) part, where the radiation is weaker, the positive slope region begins to dominate by 350 µm. We have suggested that this change is in qualitative agreement with predictions of the radiative alignment torque (RAT) model for grain alignment. Grains in molecular clouds are not always aligned with the magnetic field perfectly, and any model trying to explain the polarization spectrum should take into account the The data used for this plot are the same as shown in Figure 8 . The bins for the data points are (0.024 -1.748), (1.748 -2.289), (2.289 -7.695) and (7.695 -36.877) in the (21 cm)/(450 µm) intensity ratio. For each bin, the data point and vertical error bar respectively represent the mean value of the P 450 /P 350 ratio for that bin and the uncertainty of this mean value. The horizontal error bars show the ranges of the bins. These ranges were determined so as to keep the vertical error bars for the bins as close as possible to one another.
variance of interstellar physical conditions across a cloud as well as along the line of sight. c Intensity normalized to 1.00 at peak.
